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FOREWORD 

 

During the years of my study, I have learned many things in terms of academic and non-

academic. It was not an easy journey, but I was happy to finish it. I've been able to learn more 

about a subject I'm genuinely enthusiastic about by working on this final project. First, I would 

like to express my gratitude to God, Allah SWT, for giving me the courage to complete my study 

here, and I would also like to thank myself for staying strong throughout the years. May this final 

project always be remembered as a part of your journey! 
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1. My Family– Mom, Dad, Sisters, Nephews, and my pet Hamchi. Thank you for the endless 

support that all of you have given me. Words can’t describe how grateful I am to all of you, 

and I love you. Thank you for supporting me throughout the years. 

2. Miss Rita and Ms. Amanda– my supervisors in Bandung. Thank you so much for your 

patience and time to discuss in helping me with this final paper. Without your assistance, 

I’m unable to complete this final project well. 

3. Hukum Alam and TBNG– Fya, Alyssa, Echa, Ratqa, and Zahran. My friends from when I 

was little. Thank you for being patient and thank you for always being there to me when I 

went through the hardest time of my life. 

4. Ybba– Ara, Gebi, Elsa, Dwi, and Thasya. Thank you for hanging on to our friendship when 

we were separated. We had a lot of fun and sad memories together, but we were strong 

enough to not let it break our friendship. 

5. Inha Fall– Lidya, Nadine, Sharlin, Priscilla, Danial, Yubin, Sera, Jeongmin, and many more 

that I can’t call out. Thank you for accompanying me from Fall until Winter, we went to a 

lot of concerts and places together and I can’t thank you enough for making my stay so 

enjoyable! 

6. Inha Spring– Agnes, Felis, Penta, Cornel, Dika, Jeremy, and many more that I can’t call 

out. Thank you for filling my second semester in Korea with happiness. We went to Busan 

in a big group and I’m sad to say that I really miss going on a trip with you guys. I hope 

we can go again together in the future! 
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